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THE HEYTING DOCTRINES 
Petr KURKA, Praha 
0. Introduction. 
The notion of hyperdoctrine was introduced in [13 as 
a generalisation of some concepts from logic and category 
theory. In this paper, we define a slightly different no-
tion of a Heyting doctrine. This notion seems to suit bet-
ter for describing intuitionistic first-order theories and 
their models (we also obtain a correspondence with inter-
pretations in the sense of Tarski. in 1.7 which would be 
difficult to formulate in the language Of hyperdoctrines). 
The Heyting doctrine differs from the hyperdoctrine in the 
following points. 
1) The category T of types and terms is not, assumed to 
be cartesian closed, but only to have finite products. 
2) For any type X the category PCX) of attributes of 
the type X and deductions is required to be a Heyting 
category (i.e. to be cartesian closed and to have finite 
6oproducts). 
3) The mappings S , TT assigning functors to terms are 
required to be functors. 
The exact definitions are given in § 1. 
jUiS, Primary: 02C99, 18D99 Ref. Z. 2.663, 2.726 
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The notion of a Heyting model, defined later, corresponds 
to the semantical and syntactical models used in logic. The 
Heyting doctrines and their models form a category Sb . The 
logical concept of a language induces a categorical notion 
of a type. The types with their morphisms form a category 
• A . We construct a functor U ; -2) —*• A which in a sen-
se forgets a part of the structure of & . We prove that U 
has a left adjoint L : A — > 2> which is "free" in a 
sense that assigns to any logical language (type) the theo-
ry (Heyting doctrine) with this language and no proper axi-
oms. 
I wish to express here my thanks to A. Pultr for his 
guidance and encouragements. 
1. Preliminaries. 
In this paragraph we recall some basic notions and 
facts which will be used throughout the paper and introdu-
ce some definitions. 
1.1. A functor H : A •* B satisfies the solution 
set condition, if for any object 4r e IB I there is a set of 
objects Q£ Ajtfk, £ IA1 such that for any a s IA I and 
/y . ftr —-v w% there are an object ai e &%, and morph-





The well known Freyd's adjoint functor theorem states 
that a functor X i A >- 3 where A is a complete and 
locally small category has a left adjoint iff it preserves 
all the limits in A and satisfies the solution set condition. 
1.2. An adjoint situation will be mostly presented as a 
system consisting of two categories A , B functors 
A* >B >A and natural transformations % : 3 » LJL 9 
pLtM, *>A such that ^L *Lp mL 9 &% * <&.£ * & -
An adjoint morphism consists of two adjoint situations 
(A^ ,3^ , R/|, L4, 9£<r, (W'-t * 9 ^19 ** > 2̂.» **£ , na > <̂ a * 
and functors Fs A^ **^2 > S:3^ to> 3± commuting 
with all the structure (i.e. FKa * K^G, GL2 * I^F, F(aa « 
as^F, G^a * ̂ 1 ̂  )• ̂ ne adjoint situations with small cate-
gories and the adjoint morphisms form a category that we de-
note A • It is easy to see that A is complete. 
1.3# A Heyting category A is a category A together 
with the following adjoint situations. 
a) A right adjoint 4^ : i •*.A and a left adjoint 
0A j A '• »A to the unique A - » A . 
b) A right adjoint A A ; A x A- to>A and a left adjoint 
vA s A x A *• A to the diagonal functor A > A K A . 
c) A right adjoint ( ) * ; A to- A to the functor 
cu x ( ) : A > A for every object ct • I A I • 
Any Heyting or Boolean algebra yields in a natural way 
a thin Heyting category. Moreover, thin Heyting categories 
are just Heyting algebras. 
A Heyting functor consists of Heyting categories 
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• B preserving all the A , B and a functor Ts A — 
structure i.e. such that 
a) (49T)f(T94) are adjoint morphisms, 
b) (Fx F,F), (F,F x F) are adjoint morphisms, 
c) For any ct c IA I 
<)* A a,*() 
is an adjoint morphism. 
The small Heyting categories and their functors form 
a category It . The completeness of % follows immediate-
ly from that of Ccut (the category of small categories) 
and A . 
1.4. A Heyting triple consists of Heyting categories 
A , B > Heyting functor F* 5 JL -* B and two adjoint 
situations CB, A ,FV, FA,... ) , (A, B, F*, FJ,... > • 
(Thus Fv is a right and F 3 a left adjoint to F* .) 
If & £ »» B * ^ C. are Heyting trip-
les, then the adjoint situations ( C, A ,G VF V, Y*6*f... ) , 
(A,C,F*ff*,G3F3,...) determine a Heyting triple Tg : 
• A *.£. • ^ne small Heyting categories and Heyting trip-
les form a category 2£« . _̂ 
1.5* A Heyting doctrine is a couple (T, P ) where T 
is a category with finite products and F : T * .-* 2lg 
is a functor. 
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1.6. The two basic examples mentioned in 111 (p.291 
and 292) appear in the language of Heyting doctrines as' 
follows* 
1.6.1. For every intuitionistic first-order theory 
with equality T© » (X,A) ( L is its language and A is 
the set of its proper axioms) we define the corresponding 
Heyting doctrine J>Te - (\9 ?A ) . 
a) The objects of the category T L are natural numbers. 
b) For every at, mi e ITLI On.,/wi>T is the set of all 
*m -tuples of terms t -» (t09... tm^ ) j en > mi whose 
free variables are contained in the list ix01... X^^l • 
The composition in T L is defined by the substitution. 
c) For every /rvc I TL I the objects of the Heyting cate-
gory m,PA are all formulas, whose free variables are con-
tained, in the list Cx0.,..-. .x^^ % . mJ?A is made in a 
category by the preorder H (to be deduoible) and in a 
Heyting category by well known logical operations* 
d) If t m (t0,... im-<f) ; at 1* tm, is a morphism in 
TL then ti^ t »w,PA P> tri?A is defined as folloire: 
If <f c |m,PA I , y e l/m,PA I then 
rttpA>*:» ru0,... W < ) , 
9apA)
3*o$0)...(3U-<>(*o~h<f*.,'« £*-<>*'" *M m 
9(tPA >v. (yfo ).., cVkH> (*D - t, (f. .., U-4 > A - *<•»--! -
* * ^ < 5 o — W ^*<fo"•?<*-*» • 
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We faotor ize each mPA so that «U)?A)
3 m (*?*)'* <+?A)3 , 
«t* )P A )
y m ( t?A ) * CA?A )
y for every 
t , * c T L m, »» /m, *» 41, 
1#6.2. Further we define the semantical Heyting doct-
rine J^ = (S*t , F^ ) . Here PA : Set'
1'- *> # 3 is 
the functor assigning to every X c f̂ et I the set of all 
subsets of X ordered by inclusion. This is a Boolean al-
gebra and therefore a Heyting category* If f j X—*•» y is a 
mapping of sets and X 0 S X , y0 SE y then 
y0u?M)
Mm<x ex % *f *y0i - y0t"
A , 
X0(i?^)
3 m iy, c y ; there i s an <x e X , so that /^~tff 
and x i X p f , 
X0C£?fr)
Y « - ( ^ « y . for every * e X , /jf = o<f imp l ies 
x e X0 * -
1.7# A Heyting model (F,t): CT^P,) *• ^ F ^ ) 
consists of Heyting doctrines CT^E,) ,CTa,Fa) , a func-
tor F i X| ^ T 2 preserving finite products and a sys*. 
tem of morphisms in % %: * <a,tr)ac1- a* : a-P̂  ** ̂ P ^ ? 
such that for any morphism £ : a- *fr in T4 the4 









It is easy to see that for theories Te^ , Te^ . Heyting tn0#, 
dels between their corresponding Heyting doctrines (T^, E,) 
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( f p ) are in one-to-one correspondence with inter­
pretations in the sense of Tarski [33 and Heyting models 
from CT^.,1^) to (SeZ^V*) are in one-to-one correspon­
dence with' semantical models of Tfê  • 
I
f
 CT^P,) " * » (TlfY^
 %%
 * » CT,,?,) 
are Heyting models, we define their composition CF,C ) 











*«*» ^ F ^ ) . 
Since this composition is associative, we obtain the cate­
gory 3b of small Heyting doctrines (the category of ty­
pes is small) and Heyting models. 
1.8. We may extend the category 3) into 2~-category 
as follows: 
Uf f т 1 f p . , ) 
d e l s , then 2-morphisms op : ( F^ ., tr^) • 
n a t u r a l t r a n s f o r m a t i o n s <p ; F^ * F^ 
every O/ c I X J t h e diagram 
-ft C T 1 1 P 1 ) a re Heyting mo-
* ^ 2 . ^ 1 ) a r e 
such t h a t f o r 
Сад>РаГ 
commutes. 
There a r e no n o n t r i v i a l 2-morphisms between i n t e r p r e ­
t a t i o n s . On t h e o t h e r hand, 2-morphisms between semantical 
models a re mappings between t h e i r under ly ing s e t s , p r e s e r -
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ving a l l the s t r u c t u r e . 
2 . The f r ee Heyting d o c t r i n e s . 
D e f i n i t i o n . A type i s a t r i p l e (TfKt 3 ) where T 
i s a small ca tegory with f i n i t e products , and & i \T\—± 
—+$U , 5 , ' I T i x l T l > S e £ are func tors ( I Tl 
i s the d i s c r e t e category of ob jec t s of T ) • 
A type morphism i s a t r i p l e ( F , $ > , T ? ) t (Ti9 Kif S^)—+ 
—> (T2yK2iS2) vhere F i T^ •* T 2 i s a func tor p r e s e r -
v ing f i n i t e products and <p ; l i s* IFIB^ 5 t 1 S^—• 
IF I &% a re n a t u r a l t r an s fo rma t ions . 
We def ine the composit ion of type morphisms 
as C F , 9 , r ) : C T < , H 1 , 5 1 ) ^CT^JLj,.?,) vfcere 
F s E j E . , f9io\T4\fa , v ~ %' IF, I
2 v2 • 
Thus the types and their morphisms form a category that we 
denote A • 
Definition. The type of a logical language L is 
dj[ ss (Set*i&iS ) where S4t0 is the category of natural 
numbers and their mappings (natural numbers are regarded as 
sets m, & iQ,4 f... m.~4} ) and for every m>, mv € \Set0 I 
mJl * the set of all <rv -ary predicates of L , 
(mf4)S a* the set of all /rt-ary function symbols of L , 
(/nf/m,)3*0 for mi 4- \ . 
Definition. The forgetful functor U : Sb 1 >>A is 
defined as follovtss 
a) For any Heyting doctrine C T , P ) 
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CT,P)U -* CT,l*?*9 !<-,->Tl) , 
where lT : IT I »»T is the inclusion, 
AA, : % a»-5et is the forgetful functor 
C A - U * IAI , JAL m I P * I ) 
1*MIT < - * - > T 
and K - , - > T l : J T I x l T l — ^ T * K T • - * Bet . 
b) For any Heyting model CF, t ) : CT,P)— -^CT^F,,), 
(P f t r )U * CF,4 ,*tr^ , ! < - , - > - I ) 
where the natural transformation <-,->- : <»1-*>T »»• 
><~P,-F>f is defined by the formula f <a,,ir>F « f F for 
every morphism f ; CL >ir in the category T . 
We shall prove that IL has a left adjoint. For this 
purpose let us factorize the functor U. as follows: 
It 
&K, (the category of relation t y p e s ) is the category 
whose objects are couples (T^R) where T is a small ca-
tegory with finite products and K j IT I -<• Set is a 
functor. Its morphisms are couples CP, p): (T^,K^) -*(1̂ ,11̂ ) 
where F;T| -*-T^ is a functor preserving finite pro-
ducts, and £> .• S^ ^-IFIJij, is a natural transfor-
mation. The composition is defined analogously to that of 
A , The functors U ^ , VL& are defined by formulas: 
( T ^ m * m (T, **P*i), (P,tr)U^ - lF,t**ju,) 
for any Heyting model (?,<*): CT-P) ^CT^^P^) , 
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fT, tniA - CT,H,i<-,->To (F,?)M*• <r,p, i<-f->Fi? 
for any morphism CF,p) : CT,K) * CT^X,, ) in the 
category A^ • 
Uow we shall prove that the functors U^, U^ have 
left adjoints L^, L/& « 
Lemma. The category 2) is complete. 
Proof: Let us prove the existence of equalizers. Let 
(Iff P,,)------ ^ ^ fe CTa,P2) be a diagram in 2 . 
CFa,tf2) 
Denote F ; T » T..y an equalizer of pf and Fa in 
Cot , It is easy to show that T has finite products which 
are preserved by F , ?or every a € III let the following 
diagram be an equalizer in % 
a P_f^^^FF,==
(" F )^ tcuTT^ . 
* Co,F)r2 
Por every f:a/ *XrmT! denote £P a Heyting triple 
obtained from the adjoint situations in fFP..| f fFF^Pg, 
by equalizers in Jt . Mow, it is easy to see that the 
diagram 
C?,v) (tt**^ 
CT,P) ! E-d^g,) I *<Tl9?a) 
CFa,tra) 
is an equalizer in 3) , 
Similarly we prove the existence of products. 
Lemma. U* preserves limits. 
(F t) CTA « *CA ) 
Proof: Let CT,P) ̂ Z * (TL9?H) = ^ = £ = * < ̂ , ?* > 
CFa,ir2) 
be an equalizer in 2) and let 
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CPlfiJt^> 
commute i n Aw • 
Since F'Ff » F'P^ there is exactly one functor 
H j T' * T such that HP » P' . For any a, c I T'f 
a H P *
K* > aHPP, a H ? ^ r *HFF<P2 1 aHFr* 
i s an equalizer in % and i t s image under AJU i s an equa-
l i ze r in Set , Since the diagram 
atiJZl—*<x& TV. * = = J -g» a.HFP.F^ 
commutes in j5ct 9 there is exactly one morphism 
a$e : a,lL' >O1£VAL. such that (cu&) (QM.VA4,) » a>$' . 
Thus we have exactly one type morphism (H99t) t 
, (T',Ji') *(T,£*F,u.)Guch that CV9f')m(]l,iLXV9l*rju,). 
Similarly we prove that U^ preserves products. 
Lemma. The category ^ ^ is locally small. 
Proof; It is easy to show that if (T,f)i (T,JL) .*> 
—•(T̂ ,B..1) is a monomorphism in A^ then F is a mono-
morphism in Cat and f is a monomorphism in Set ITt . 
Since these categories are locally small, we obtain the 
statement. 
Lemma. The category 3) is locally small. 
This is an easy consequence of the preceding two lemmas. 
Lemma. It^ satisfies the solution set condition. 
Proof: The solution set for a relation type (T,31) 
is the set of all Heyting doctrines (T^* F^) such that 
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COHACT%) 4t CAHXLCT) and for every a,a c \T% \ 
cxvtcL(aaP2) 6 <»iafe -Cca/tci CaJL) j a, • 1 T1 } . 
Theorem. The functor U/-, has a left adjoint L^ j 
. A ^ > 2) . This is a consequence of Freyd's adjoint 
functor theorem and preceding lemmas. 
We have defined, for every logical language £, , a ca-
tegory T L with the following properties. 
a) There exists an inclusion functor £f j Set* .*• TL 
defined as follows. 
m, Cf » tv for every m. c I Set0 I , 
(*of f'Hrtn.^o-f ̂  for every mapping 
b) If Gr j SfiiJ > A preserves finite products and 
for every function symbol £ (from 1, ) a* ; ttvf »* iF 
is a morphism in A (different from projections) then the-
re is a unique S : TL » A such that fi * 3G? and 
£& m Q,± for any function symbol f # 
We shall now formalize and generalize this adjoint si-
tuation. 
Definition. a) Ca4~ is the category of small ca-
tegories with finite products and finite products preser-
ving functors. 
b) b*f (the category of function types) is the ca-
tegory whose objects are couples CTnB) where T is a 
small category with finite products and S : IT( x ITI *» 
—-a*Set is a functor. Its morphisms are couples (F,*?) t 
s C T ^ & f ) — * < % & ) where Fj T^ ^ T ^ is a functor pre-
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serving finite products and t : 8^ *> [?l23z is a 
natural transformation. 
The composition is defined analogously to that of A . 
c) The functor U f ! boJt^, *>Af is defined 
by the formula 
Tttf - (T9 K~,~> T.) P U f * (V9 K-,~> r I) 
for every morphism P • T 3» T4 in Cat^ . 
Lemma. The category Cat^ is complete and local-
ly small. 
The proof follows immediately from the properties of 
the category of small categories. 
Lemma. Uf preserves limits. 
P F< 
Proof: Let T m> T^ . ^ T l b e a n e ( 3 u a -
l i ze r in CaJt^. * We will prove that for any a^ $ a 2 f i IT I 
the diagram 
<a1P fa iF>Fft 
i s an equalizer in Set -
Let G ; M ^ < a 1 F , a a F > T be a mapping and 
S < a i F , a1F>fri «<* <«*,,,F, a a F > F £ . 
Since for any m m Ji , <<m,6)F,| mCmG)?* there ex-
ists exactly one oc J a^ -» o>2 with oc-F m m<* . 
Thus, we have obtained the required mapping H -—• 
— • <a<t,a^x .Now, it is easy to see that 
< T , 1 < - , - > T „ ^ ^ . ' < I „ I < - , - V , ^ E ^ < V , < - , - V , 
is an equalizer in Af 
Lemma. U^ satisfies the solution set condition. 
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Proofs The solution set for a function type (XfS ) 
is the set of all small categories with finite products, 
and the cardinality less or equal to ocuui(A) • 
Theorem. The functor VLf has a left adjoint 
Lf t Af » Cot̂ t . 
This is a consequence of Freyd's adjoint functor theorem 
and preceding lemmas. 
Lemma. The functor IL^ : A^ > A is a right ad-
joint. 
Proof: Let Lf be the functor from the preceding 
theorem. We define a functor L^ J .A -̂A/t a 3 ^ o l l o w S 5 
(T,H,S)LA-((T,S)L#,]l), (F,?,*r)LA «CCF,*)L f, ?) . 
It is easy to show that L>* is a left adjoint to 11 ̂ . 
Theorem. The functor li s Sb 5* A is a right ad-
joint. 
Proof s Namely to the composition L «• L«, • L * * 
Corrolary. It is easy to show that for any logical lan-
guage L and for the Heyting doctrine CTt> P0 ) (corres-
ponding to the theory C L , 0 ) ) 
<«-,L.P0>,->» * < < , - U - > A • 
Thus, we have isomorphic Heyting doctrines 
(T L ,P 0 ) * (<rL)L . 
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